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Imani Day –

If you think back to your k-12 experience, no matter who you are, it is possible 
to imagine the impact your schooling had on you as a developing member of 
society. Perhaps as a child, you did not perceive the power of the educational 
environment as a tool shaping you, but in hindsight, it is more apparent. 
Chances are your memories of elementary school have more to do with the 
building you were in than the curriculum being taught there. For decades, there 
have been debates about whether where and how you learn is as important as 
what you learn, but as educational policy has evolved, the conversation around 
the impact of the built environment on student achievement has taken a back-
seat. In the meantime, the physical condition of many schools has descended 
beyond normal wear-and-tear into hazardous and prohibitive environments 
that challenge a student’s ability to achieve academically. [1] Policy has proved 
inadequate in protecting the physical form of schools, and thus, it is up to 
architects, along with educators and administrators, to become activists in 
addressing this failure.

Conditions across Detroit public school buildings have been called 
“deplorable,” and they have been so for some time. [2] For too many years, 
too many students in Detroit have had to spend seven hours a day, five days a 
week, in buildings with visible mold, broken mechanical systems, leaky ceilings, 
freezing classrooms, and vermin. Passing through metal detectors has become 
a normal start and end to each day—an argument for security that operates in 
lieu of truly safe environments and that masks the underlying processes making 
these schools so unsafe and so inhospitable in the first place. Students deserve 
to be and feel secure, but as we are seeing in Detroit, far too many schools 
risk the health, safety, and welfare of the individuals in them. [3] In the recent 
coverage of the American Federation of Teachers’ lawsuit against Detroit 
Public Schools, the plaintiffs wrote:

Buildings where Plaintiffs are, for all intents and 
purposes, warehoused for seven hours a day impose 
their own grotesque barriers to learning and teach-
ing, including classroom temperatures ranging from 
freezing to over 90 degrees, vermin, and unworkable 
toilets. [4]
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This state of disrepair is representative of the larger debate over the 
significance of education in Michigan. In the most recent ruling related to the 
AFT’s lawsuit, Judge Stephen J. Murphy declared literacy not to be a human 
right, meaning that a quality education is a luxury rather than a necessary obli-
gation of the state—a luxury that many cannot afford and are not guaranteed. 
[5] The decision speaks to deep inequalities plaguing public education and how 
the uneven distribution of resources—architecture among them—exacerbates 
such conditions. Beyond the question of rights, the lawsuit reveals two distinct 
differences between the designer and the architect, and the obligations of both 
in practice. “Design,” for all of that word’s ubiquity and its claims to intervening 
in the nature of daily life, comes to be seen as a luxury in cases of chronically 
underfunded hardship like this, where moral responsibility to improve poor 
conditions is optional. By the definitions imposed by their licensure, however, 
architects are obligated to protect the safety and welfare of the community, 
and access to education is fundamental to that welfare. For the designer, social 
change as a component of design is voluntary; for the licensed architect, it is a 
legal responsibility.

In an effort to break a cycle of underperforming school systems, 
and the underperforming educational environments that contribute to them, 
architects in Detroit must reframe the conversation around educational design, 
both physically and systemically. The question is, how? In some cases, the 
solution has simply been to temporarily shut down failing schools; in others, 
renovations have been desperately carried out to solve structural issues. In all 
cases, responses often overlook both the systemic issues that span beyond 
the building itself and the role of design in reaching beyond those physical 
problems to create an environment for students to thrive. This essay will explore 
some of the historical challenges that face the Detroit Public Schools, which 
are not only specific to Detroit but reflect a range of widespread assumptions 
about, and attitudes toward, the architecture of education. Architects are well 
positioned to address many of the challenges public schools face, but without 
establishing clear intentions about systemic change within the fundamental 
structure of public education, the impact of design is often only skin-deep.

In early 2017, the Detroit School Board regained control of the pub-
lic school district after approximately eight years of emergency state manage-
ment. Massive depopulation, fiscal bankruptcy, and “school choice” made the 
decline of the educational system all but inevitable—each component function-
ing as a critical lever for state and federal funding. In Mayor Mike Duggan’s 
State of the City address, he offered some daunting statistics: “32,000 Detroit 
children today attend school outside of the city, 51,000 today go to DPSCD, 
35,000 attend charters… And that says that what we’re doing is not working.” 
[6] In their recent study on school performance and buildings in Detroit, real 
estate and education consultant IFF (formerly Illinois Facility Fund), shows 
that almost half of the space in active district school buildings was unutilized or 
underutilized in 2015–16. The district-owned schools analyzed for this study 
had a combined physical capacity to serve over eighty thousand students. To 
address underutilization, more than two hundred traditional district school 
buildings in Detroit were closed between 2000 and 2015. Even so, many of the 
district’s active academic facilities were still substantially underutilized. [7]
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With so many issues facing failing public schools today, can design 
be among the top priorities? Design can offer certain disposition to problem 
solving. And in the case of public schools—where problems of funding, policy, 
and disrepair are interconnected and communities and government organiza-
tions work to repair the broken system—identifying the potential locations 
for designers in this entanglement and the varying scales of opportunities for 
change are crucial. Of course, in Detroit, the downfall of the public school 
system can be attributed to the financial disaster and disinvestment in a shrink-
ing and over-infrastructured city, and also to the forces of institutional racism. 
These factors should not be overlooked. However, architectural and urban 
design has not been clearly implicated in this decline. In 2015, Detroit became 
the first US city to join the UNESCO Creative Cities Network as a City of 
Design, which identifies creative and cultural development as a strategic factor 
for sustainable urban growth. [8] This designation continues to raise the local 
design standards to include innovative technologies and progressive attitudes. 
Looking forward, designers can help plan for the continued adaptation and 
growth of education facilities by thinking beyond existing “benchmarks” and 
through thorough, attentive behavioral research and its strategic implementa-
tion. Instigative design (intended to provoke change) and physical repair can be 
powerful tools.

Community Anchors

History has proved that when a school fails, the surrounding commu-
nity quickly falls to disrepair. [9] A local civic data research company, Loveland 
Technologies, traces the histories and fluctuations these relationships:

From its founding over 150 years ago, Detroit Public 
Schools had been at the forefront of academic 
development, pioneering new ways of teaching and 
educating as the city expanded rapidly through the 
19th and 20th centuries. Crisis is not a new thing; the 
district has jumped from one crisis to the next for 
most of its existence, first struggling to provide 
enough schools for the booming population, to then 
having too many schools but not enough students. 
Through all these years, students and administration 
have dealt with a city in constant transformation, 
two world wars, racial turmoil, economic depression, 
and a changing society. [10]

The question remains though: What steps can Detroit take to hold 
architects more accountable in these processes or, as Loveland asserts, these 
successive crises? Design has acted as a problem-solving tool in the develop-
ment of the school system in Detroit. In the early 1920s, the city introduced a 
new design model for junior and intermediate schools. Because education was 
not required in the state of Michigan past fifth grade, most high schools were 
poorly refitted elementary schools that could not properly accommodate the 
needs of older children and broader communities. [11]
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Three schools, all opened in 1922, illustrate the impact the new 
design model had on the quality of public education: Southwestern High School 
in the neighborhood of Delray, Levi Barbour Intermediate on the city’s west 
side, and Harry Hutchins Intermediate School in the Herman Kiefer neighbor-
hood. They were among the first schools in Detroit to be conceived as places of 
learning and as spaces of community engagement. They had swimming pools, 
full gymnasiums, vocational training courses, and their auditoriums functioned 
as after-hours community meeting spaces. In fact, they were the first answer to 
the need for designated, in-house athletic support and community inclusion in 
the city.

Though the design of the schools was considered innovative in the 
early 1920s, by the ’60s, two of the three were facing various issues. As the 
populations of the surrounding communities changed, both Southwestern and 
Hutchins struggled to adapt. Southwestern had outgrown its original purpose 
and was in need of a major reconfiguration: the classrooms could not accom-
modate the increasing number of students, and the gymnasium was converted 
to a library with more classroom spaces. By the late ’60s, plans for a new 
addition were underway, which included a larger cafeteria, a new performing 
arts facility, and vocational classrooms to support a changing curriculum. 
[12] Throughout the expansion of Southwestern, very little is reported on the 
architects responsible for the work or how the design might have fit into a larger 
strategy for district projections. By the 1980s, the nearby Cadillac plant had 
closed and laid off more than a thousand workers, significantly shaking the 
stability of the Delray neighborhood. Though the community and school district 
successfully secured funding for improvements to Southwestern multiple times, 
the continuous decline in enrollment and resources led to the eventual closing 
of the school in 2012. [13]

Hutchins suffered from a different set of issues, hitting its peak in the 
early 1960s at more than two thousand students—full capacity. Shortly after 
the 1967 riots in Detroit, which broke out only two blocks from the school, 
enrollment began to drop dramatically. Due to the challenging climate of the 
surrounding community, funding was reallocated elsewhere—resulting in 
the reassignment of several teachers to other schools and sparking a series 
of strikes and walkouts in protest of the loss of resources within the district. 
A particularly important strike was that of the district’s building tradesman, 
whose refusal to work jeopardized the maintenance of the mechanical systems 
in Hutchins. In October of 1968, the main line for heat failed, causing more 
teachers and students to walk out until portable heaters were distributed. This 
pattern of failure, refusal, and compromise continued throughout the ’70s and 
’80s, until 1994, when the school received more than $5 million for building 
improvements through a bond proposal for the city’s public schools. Unfortu-
nately, except for the original design of Hutchins, which was reportedly done 
by the firm Malcomson and Higginbotham, it seems that architects have been 
absent in the life and fate of the building.

Despite the physical problems of the building itself and decreasing 
enrollment at the school, academic programs continued to improve in the early 
2000s, with test scores increasing and students placing at national competi-
tions. Despite these achievements, enrollment continued to decline and the 
district decided to move Hutchins students to a school farther away, leaving 
parents little choice but to switch schools. [14] Schools in Detroit today still 
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struggle with getting issues of building capacity and distribution, as well as 
provision of facilities, “right” even in new construction. Arguably, many of the 
current issues are infrastructural (mechanical, maintenance, etc.) and depen-
dent on city resources, but one wonders how the initial community-minded 
architecture of Hutchins and Southwestern could be replicated or updated for 
students today.

Prototyping and Social Change

Educational design has seen many iterations of the “ideal settings” 
for learning. The criticism of the one-size-fits-all model has an extensive his-
tory—creating a deep bank of research on alternatives. The way society consid-
ers and imagines what school environments look like today is an antiquated 
reaction to the postwar, industrial model. Global design firm Gensler—where 
I work as an architectural designer—has conducted critical analysis through 
their Research Institute on the topic of educations shifts. In their report, A 
High-Performance Space for Learning, Gensler states:

The focus remains, too often, on universal furniture 
provisions and self-contained classrooms designed 
on a square-foot-per-student allocation metric. 
This process does not reflect the diverse spectrum of 
activities and behaviors our schools need to support 
today. The most progressive schools are moving 
beyond a one-size-fits-all learning model to become 
experts in the business of learning personalization. 
There is a significant opportunity for design to help 
learning environments keep pace with these unprec-
edented changes in education. Spaces that allow 
students to easily shift between different modes of 
learning, and that employ new strategies for zoning 
and allocating space, are key. [15]

No approach offers an absolute solution, but progress, the Gensler 
Research Institute claims, is made through investigations into spaces of 
education and the unique learning styles of the individual.

Though research in education has shown that students have a diverse 
set of learning styles—and though the histories of pedagogy and architecture 
contain no shortage of other ideas about learning environments—contemporary 
school design still generally looks the same. Instead of supporting this diversity 
of educational models, i.e., putting chairs in clusters, exploratory learning, leav-
ing the classroom entirely, we see fifty-minute instructor-led lectures (in which 
students are expected to absorb and regurgitate information) taking place in 
grids of front-facing desks. Design can reflect learning styles, and it can also 
affect behavior. Take, for example, self-directed learning, in which students 
within the same classroom are able to learn in a way that best suits them, with 
options to reconfigure furniture or zoning to match specific activities.

Unfortunately, even though these designs may have a major aesthetic 
effect on the mindset and experience of the students, the buildings they are 

[15] Gensler Research Institute, A High-Performance 
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implemented in are often the problem. The postwar educational setting carried 
hazardous, toxic materials and methods into schools still being used today. 
In No Easy Victories, author John William Gardner explains how, as the baby 
boom caused a rapid increase in educational facilities, new schools were 
quickly mass-produced with low-cost materials, and standardized, mechanized 
systems. [16] In Detroit, these conditions were exacerbated as aging structures 
were increasingly neglected.

A poor learning environment can become a major factor in a child’s 
psychological development, especially given that now schools often perform 
services for young students outside of the simply educational—they are places 
of socialization, caretaking, and the provision of basic needs. In many cases, 
schools become the safe haven away from problems students may face in their 
home lives, something design should take into account. Within the school 
setting, stress affecting the developing brain—from home life and educational 
environment—can have a significant impact on academic achievement. In 
Detroit, students and teachers have complained of the distractions of having 
to wear coats all day in freezing winter weather or having to address mice, rats, 
and lead in the water systems themselves. In addition to having to perform in 
poor conditions, teachers and counselors are sometimes tasked with cleaning 
and feeding their students to provide a comfortable and safe environment. 
However, most schools are not designed for this level of supportive privacy 
and need. Whereas a unisex restroom and shower coupled with a calming 
area specifically intended for these purposes would not typically be required 
in traditional school design, it has now become a necessary consideration in 
inclusive practices.

The expected narrative around public schooling in Detroit must 
change—and in this change, emphasize new holistic behavioral approaches 
to learning. In his first lecture on the school and society, educational reformer 
John Dewey, argues:

We cannot overlook the factors of discipline and of 
character-building involved in this: training in habits 
of order and of industry, and in the idea of respon-
sibility, of obligation to do something, to produce 
something, in the world…. Personalities which became 
effective in action were bred and tested in the medium 
of action…. [T]here was continual training of obser-
vation, of ingenuity, constructive imagination, of 
logical thought, and of the sense of reality acquired 
through first-hand contact with actualities. [17]

In essence, Dewey explains that education is the fundamental 
method of social progress and reform, which still rings true and is desperately 
needed in Detroit’s current public school system.

A better translation of this Deweyan philosophy into today’s design 
world is Olathe West, a public high school in Kansas designed by the Kansas 
City–based firm of Hollis + Miller. By looking at Olathe West—in a different 
city, with a different set of problems (and possibilities)—we can see how school 
districts are pairing new models of teachings with new approaches to space to 
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address the changing roles of the school. Olathe West embraces the concept 
of academic “neighborhoods” with clusters of four different types of learning 
environments shared by a group of instructors, all surrounding a central lecture 
stair for collaborative and social interactions. Within the clusters are maker 
labs, blended learning environments, and flexible spaces for optimal use to 
accommodate various learning styles. In Olathe, no single teacher or class 
owns any one classroom; spaces are selected within the academic neighbor-
hood based on the ideal space for learning specific topics.

Hollis + Miller design their processes for educational projects in line 
with the broader vision of the local school district. A school, for them, neces-
sarily encompasses the needs of the community outside of it. As they research 
how to provide ideal learning environments and flexibility within a school, paths 
to success for students extend beyond the building itself. The specific design 
of Olathe encourages collegiate-level behavior to give students a variety of 
spatial options and independence to decide how to learn. The goal is to create 
real-world, career-focused curricula, with one program for aspiring police 
officers and another for sustainable energy, all fitting into the broader demands 
of the Olathe school district. [18] Both utilize the building in different ways, 
occupying separate zones and designated classrooms for each group. Where 
the Public Safety Academy partners with local law enforcement and fire rescue 
professionals in their space to get more hands-on experience, the Green Tech 
Academy actively manages and maintains the schools rain gardens and green 
roof system.

Detroit is exercising a very closely aligned attitude, thinking about 
how high school education can prepare students for a range of paths after they 
graduate, and how changing schools can integrate into other changing urban 
dynamics. Mayor Duggan has engaged his Jobs and Economy team to combine 
forces with local companies and funding sources to reassess four specific 
vocational schools in the city. The first of four is the Randolph Career and Tech-
nical education center, focusing on developing the construction skill trades. 
This pedagogical emphasis roots the school in the specific circumstances of 
the city: Detroit hit a construction low in the ’90s and 2000s due to depopula-
tion and disinvestment in the city. Many architects, skilled contractors, and 
builders left the city (and the industry) in search of steady work, resulting in a 
massive gap between the supply and demand of skilled labor. Now, the activity 
within the construction industry has increased significantly in Detroit. In 
concerted efforts to replenish the supply of skilled workers to the construction 
unions and companies, Randolph students can play a key role in building in their 
own city.

Urban Design Effects

Until recently, flexibility was not a priority in educational design in 
Detroit. In general, schools are planned to be efficient, instructive spaces 
centered around a specific type of order and discipline, strategically placed 
throughout a city. But in Detroit, school closures, and the vacant buildings they 
left behind, occurred in neighborhoods that are far from ideal for educational 
reuse. [19] This presents another challenge: how to revitalize schools that are 
not in the “right” places.

[18] “Olathe West High School,” Hollis + Miller, link.
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Schools are community hubs that can fuel dialogues and con-
nections within a neighborhood—however, these connections are inevitably 
shifted through practices like “rightsizing.” In their recent study, IFF suggests 
“to root school improvement in place-based strategy.” Saying that, “school 
improvement and rightsizing strategies should be based on the demand for 
and supply of performing schools and conditions of school buildings in each 
neighborhood.” The study recommends that such strategies should identify the 
“10 highest-need neighborhoods,” and engage communities to turn unutilized 
buildings into neighborhood assets. [20]

Despite the complexities of the term “rightsizing”—its severities 
and its efficiencies—it has been used for years to instigate a smarter strategy 
for growth in Detroit. There are merits in trying to concentrate efforts to show 
tangible improvements for different, identified “highest-need” pockets of 
the city. But the practice can also be destructive: communities quickly lose 
resources and investment, schools shut down (similar to the narrative of 
Hutchins). Within the context of public schooling, the benefits of rightsizing 
are not immediately clear. Because it effectively means moving students to 
different schools, researchers have studied the impact of school closures on 
academic performance. Students who transfer from a closing, underperforming 
school to a better-performing school will likely improve academically. However, 
if students are moving laterally to similar conditions, they are more likely to see 
a decline in academic performance. In the context of Detroit, without a steady 
supply of high-performance schools, rightsizing, then, is a precarious strategy.

IFF does make an important connection between rightsizing and 
adaptive reuse—looking at ways to retrofit existing structures and expand their 
function to serve as resources for the surrounding neighborhood. In this way, 
adaptive reuse can be a form of reinvestment. The practice can provide addi-
tional community resources within the school building spaces available through 
close consultation with nearby residents. The most common reuse of a school 
building is charter and private schools, nonprofit and government offices, and 
housing, but the possibilities can and have extended to incubators, skate parks, 
and hospitality in Detroit.

From an automobile industry that mobilized the world to the 
birthplace of Motown and Techno, Detroit is a unique city with a unique set of 
challenges and a history of cultural energy. However, problems facing physical 
school environments spread far beyond the city. Detroit presents an extreme 
case of issues affecting schools all over America. This year, the Detroit Public 
School Community District has committed to begin the process of assessing 
how to move forward with its educational spaces, new and old. The revival of the 
public school system in Detroit is beginning to reflect the same spirit of trans-
formative change we’ve seen from it before. New educational perspectives and 
methodologies seek to teach young, bright students what their ideas are worth 
to their city. And while the state of our schools is not the sole responsibility of 
the architect to solve, the role of design is becoming increasingly apparent and 
necessary. As a profession with an ethical responsibility to the occupants of its 
buildings, it is incumbent upon architects to lead the charge, becoming activists 
and advocates for supportive learning environments. Detroit has the chance to 
do things differently for the children that deserve to learn and prosper in beauti-
ful, effective, safe spaces. Time is of the essence.

[20] IFF, Reset, Rethink, Rebuild: A Shared Vision of 
Performing Schools in Quality Buildings for Every 
Child in Detroit.


